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“Regenerated 2,” the follow-up to 2021’s “Regenerated,” marks the first time Danny 

Rivera (aka Enjetic) is releasing a full-length album in over two years.  The delay was in 

part due to Rivera focusing on his “D&A Media Company” brand together with Althea 

Douvlos, which now includes four sub-brands: “D&A Live TV” (a highly-rated weekly 

Sunday night television program seen on Strong Island TV), “D&A Radio 93.7” (a digital 

radio station), “Power 104.9” (soon-to-be a terrestrial FM radio station), and “D&A 

Digital Media” (an entertainment app soon-to-be available on numerous platforms 

including Roku, Amazon Fire TV, Android TV, Apple TV and others).  The album is also 

notable for being once-again produced by Jeffrey “Voice” Watkins, whose credits include 

Drag-On, Lil Wayne, Smif-N-Wessun, Jadakiss, Conway the Machine and Erick Sermon. 

The creation of the new album, which contains 23 songs all recorded last year, was in 

part inspired by Rivera feeling that the music industry was experiencing somewhat of a 

drought in talent and creativity.  When writing and recording the new songs, Rivera’s 

primary objective was to make the completed product stylistically diverse while at the 

same time uniquely different from much of the music being released at the time.  An 

additional inspiration was the overall concept that Rivera has now officially returned to 

the music scene after an extended break, stronger than ever before.  Musical inspirations 

for the album include Pink Floyd, Prince, Michael Jackson, Vic Damone, Frank Sinatra, 

Dean Martin, and the Temptations, all of whom Rivera was heavily listening to during the 

time the songs were recorded. 

“Regenerated 2” contains 23 songs and showcases a variety of styles and genres, 

including pop, hip-hop, Afro Beat, reggae, dance, boom bap, and freestyle.  Featured 

artists include Voice Watkins, LouLa SaV, Cakelife Gougz, Keith Murray, Charles 

Hamilton (the latter having worked with Pharrell Williams, Kanye West, Eminem, and 

Dr. Dre), Joyce, Star Hanson & Tony Newbury.  Standout tracks include “Charged Up” 

(the forthcoming leadoff single from the album set to drop Friday, February 23 along with 

an accompanying music video), “You’re Mine,” “Win,” “Fantasy,” “Younger,” and “To 

the Bay.”  Also included on the album is “Let Her Know (Pt. 2),” featuring renowned hip 

hop artist Keith Murray, which is the sequel to the popish “Let Her Know” from 

“Regenerated.” 
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